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Abstract8

The distribution of the inhaled gases to the apical and basal zones of the lung was studied more than twenty9

years ago. Jeng et al. [2000] applied the diffusion-convection equation to the seven parallel regions pro-10

posed by Cruz [1991] to explain the alveolar gas transport of N2 and Ar. We applied the serial (trachea11

to alveoli) distribution of gases to each of seven parallel regions, from apex to base of the lung. The mech-12

anism of convection-diffusion was split into convection only (first 8 generations), convection-diffusion (9th13

to 19th generations) and diffusion only (last 4 generations) using the anatomical model of Weibel [1963].14

The steady state simulation of CO2 gas transport from blood to environment was evaluated. The assump-15

tions used allowed us to simulate the normal CO2 expired breath and to approximate it to experimental16

data curve. The simulated spirogram was similar to the experimental curve. The analysis of alveolar CO217

changes produced by the inhalation and exhalation of room air were made..18
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1. Introduction. The mechanism of gas exchange and transport in the lung is very important for the24

equilibrium of the human system. To analyze this mechanism many researchers have made a lot of experi-25

ments to make suggestions for the mathematical predictions for different respiratory maneuvers.26

To study this, many works show the different mathematical model with simplest suggestions for the lung,27

for example, with one compartment for ventilation and the gases exchange everywhere, with this model the28

equilibrium of concentrations is instantaneous with arterial blood [5], but it is contrary to the experiments;29

after that, some theories for the ventilation were done [6, 7, 8], such as, the ventilation of the lung with two30

compartment developed by Pedley et al. [9], showing that, for a slow inspiration the ventilation is prefer-31

ential to the lower lobes, and upper ones if the inspirations is faster; the more complex ventilation model32

was made by Milic-Emili et al. [13] that measured the regional alveolar distribution of inhaled Xe133,33

modeling seven different regions from apex-to-base of the lung. Other work for differences from apex to34

base was made by West and Dollery [14], measuring the blood flow distribution of the lung and modeled35

nine zones from apex to the base and West [15] showed that the base received more blood flow than the36

apex.37

Mathematically, the researchers were made using different suggestions from a simple compartment as,38

Scherer et al. [10] and Paiva [11] mathematical model, they used the convection-diffusion equation, as-39

suming the whole lung as a single-path. Neither considered any parallel model contribution; after that Cruz40

et al. [16] used the convection-diffusion equation in parallel regions of the lung to simulate the ventilation41

inhomogeneities and mixed venous blood containing N2 in multibreath N2 washout, they showed that both,42

the Scherer’s model and Paiva’s model could not approximate the experimental data of the N2 multibreath43

washout. For that reason, a mathematical model is needed, where it uses all possible assumptions that44

would be able to predict different kinds of experiments.45

The present report attempts to develop such model, using parallel ventilation, Weibel’s anatomical model46

[19], and West’s blood distribution [15], considering that Scherer’s mathematical model could predict the47

gas stratification in a one compartment lung model and it uses a source term to simulate the transport and gas48

exchange of He, N2 and CO2 under steady-state conditions, we use that model to apply to seven different49

parallel regions from apex to base.50
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3 MATHEMATICAL SIMULATIONS

2. Methods. We performed experiments to use as a control for the mathematical simulation and also1

to verify our assumptions.2

2.1. Experimental methods . Ten healthy male subjects consented to participate in the protocol ap-3

proved by the review board of the University. A subject in a sitting position breathed through a Fleisch4

flowmeter and CO2 sensor for five minutes under steady-state conditions. The flowmeter and CO2 sensor5

were connected to a data acquisition system (Powerlab, AdInstrument). Inspired and expired volumes were6

obtained by integrating the flow. The data was used to approximate the rate of elimination of CO2 (V̇CO2
)7

of the subject and calculate the resultant CO2 spirogram. The subject who breathed evenly was selected to8

obtain his lung volumes by spirometry and plethysmography in order to compare with the calculated model.9

3. Mathematical simulations. Considering, Milic-Emili’s seven parallel regions [13] as our principal10

suggestion for lung ventilation and also that each region works independently of other,11
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FIGURE 3.1. Área de estudio del modelo matemático

we used Scherer et al.’s model [10] to predict the gas transport from blood to alveoli for each of seven12

parallel regions. As the mouth is the connection between each region, we need a function to simulate the13

inflow, many researchers [10, 11, 12, 16, 17] considered the respiratory flowrate as a sinusoidal function,14

however, in this report we adjusted a function for the flow-rate at the mouth, that is obtained from data15

of any respiratory maneuver. Using pneumotachograph the inspiration and expiration flow-rates for each16

subject were measured, and modeled by the following equation:17

V̇ (t) =
aVmt

t2m
exp(

−bt2

t2m
) (3.1)

where: Vm is the inspired or expired gas volume (ml), tm is the time required for inspiration or expiration18

(sec), a = ±14.0128 (dimensionless) for inspiration or expiration, and b = 7 (dimensionless). This equa-19

tion is also applicable to fast breathing maneuvers.20

Integrating the function (3.1), we get the volume at the mouth for inspiration or expiration, such as:21

Ve(t) =

∫ t

0

V̇ (s) ds (3.2)

Where: Ve is the expired gas volume (ml) at the mouth.22

3.1. Simulation of the alveolar CO2 transport for each region. The series model [21] for the gas23

transport in each region plays an important role, and the Scherer’s model [10] could predict the stratification24

from blood to alveoli, using some parameter like inspired or expired volume, flow rate, Weibel’s anatomical25

model [19] and source term for gases exchange, we should get those parameter but for each seven parallel26

regions.27

3.1.1. Regional ventilation. To simulate the regional ventilation, we use Cruz’s model [18], this28

model approximate the Milic-Emili’s data ventilation with polynomial functions (see figure 3.2)29

To quantified the regional inspired volume, we use Cruz’s model as:30

V Tir(t) = k(Pr(FRC + V i(t))− Pr(FRC)), (3.3)
35
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FIGURE 3.2. Ventilation for Parallel region

where: V Tir(t) is the amount of regional inspired volume from 0 to t in ml for the region r, Pr(v)1

represent the regional lung volume distribution for the region r = 1, 7, FRC functional residual capacity,2

V i(t) inspired volume at the time t given by function (3.2). For the amount of regional expired volume we3

use4

V Ter(t) = −k(Pr(FRC + V T )− Pr(FRC + V T + Ve(t))), (3.4)

where V Ter is the regional tidal volume expired (ml), VT is the tidal volume (ml) at the mouth and Ve is5

the expired volume as a function of time (ml) given by function (3.4).6

As in the Scherer’s model we need the inspired or expired volume and the flow-rate, but in our case the7

regional inspired or expired volume given by (3.3) and (3.4), we derive those equations to get the regional8

flow-rate as:9

V̇ T ir(t) =
dV T ir(t)

dt
(3.5)

and10

V̇ T er(t) =
V Ter(t)

dt
, (3.6)

where V̇ T ir(t) and V̇ T er(t) are the regional flow-rate (ml/sec) for inspiration and expiration respectively.11
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